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As investors perform more rigorous due diligence, the ability to demonstrate sound compliance 

practices has become a competitive necessity. Advent Rules Manager® enables you to show clients, 

prospects, and regulators that you have a system in place to enforce investment policies and 

protect client interests. The solution allows you to implement proactive controls to ensure 

adherence to client and firm restrictions, portfolio strategies, and regulations.

Too often, monitoring trades and portfolios 
for compliance is a time-consuming, 
error-prone manual process, with violations 
coming to light only after the fact. Advent 
Rules Manager® provides your compliance, 
trading, and portfolio management teams 
with a comprehensive solution for trading 

compliance and portfolio monitoring, 
enabling you to manage your clients’ 
complex restrictions and improve 
compliance readiness. When paired with 
Moxy, SS&C Advent’s trade order 
management system, you can turn your 
policies and procedures into automated 

processes, eliminating manual labor and 
improving accuracy.

With Advent Rules Manager, investors and 
regulators can have greater confidence 
that you are managing risk, honoring client 
commitments, and adhering to your stated 
policies.

Easing the Compliance Burden

Advent Rules Manger’s rule guide provide as library of robust, easy to use templates for creating rules
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Meeting Demand

Advent Rules Manager gives you a powerful 
advantage in addressing a range of complex 
compliance issues, providing you with:

• Comprehensive pre-trade rule-checking 
and other proactive controls

• Post-trade portfolio monitoring to ensure 
compliance and manage passive breaches 
when they occur

• Easier preparation for regulatory 
examinations by replacing manual, ad hoc 
practices with automated processes

• An automated audit trail to see which 
rules were applied, when, and by whom

• The ability to demonstrate compliance 
through the use of a credible and 
consistent solution

• Integration with SS&C Advent’s trading 
and portfolio accounting platforms to 
improve workflow efficiency and minimize 
manual intervention.

Key Features

Advent Rules Manager gives you a number 
of unique capabilities that takes the 
guesswork out of compliance, including:

Compliance Dashboard. A complete view 
into relevant compliance activity, updating 
you on any ongoing issues or changes in 
rules.

Rule Library. Easy-to-use rule guide 
templates enable you to quickly create rules 
to automate compliance with your specific 
investment policies and criteria.

Pre-Trade Compliance. Know when a 
trade you are about to make falls outside 
client mandates or firm guidelines—before 
you make it.

Post-Trade Compliance. As the market 
fluctuates, so do the value proportions of 
your holdings. Portfolio holding checks 
automatically monitor changes in the market 
to determine whether your portfolios have 
been affected.

Issue Tracking. When a rule failure or 
breach occurs, issue tracking enables users 
to attach notes and create an audit trail 
showing how often the issue has occurred.

Rule Suppression. Ongoing compliance 
issues can be temporarily suppressed. 
Advent Rules Manager allows users to easily 
defer a violation until a future date or a 
specific threshold is reached.

Secondary Approval. If compliance team 
approvals are required, automated email 
notifications can be sent to compliance. 
These notifications can also be displayed 
and acted upon on the main dashboard.

Audit History. See how rules and 
assignments are changed or applied, when 
and by whom, to provide a complete view 
into the lifecycle of a rule.

Know if order proposals fall outside guidelines—before you trade
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Benefits for Your Front and 
Back Office

The benefits of Advent Rules manager 
extend across the firm:

• Traders can trade with confidence that 
Advent Rules Manager is checking for 
restrictions.

• Portfolio managers can easily verify that 
portfolio holdings are in line with 
investment guidelines, and make 
adjustments as needed.

• Client service and marketing 
representatives can confidently address 
due diligence questions.

• Executives can focus on growing the 
business with peace of mind that the firm 
is ready for client questions and a 
regulatory exam.

Proven to Perform

Like all SS&C Advent solutions, Advent Rules 
Manager is the result of an in-depth 
understanding of the investment 
management business and what it takes to 
succeed today. For many firms that face 
similar challenges to yours, Advent Rules 
Manager has proven to:

• Help strengthen client relationships with 
more effective communication

• Provide a competitive advantage and 
differentiator

• Provide insight and transparency into 
compliance effectiveness and readiness

• Eliminate errors, manual processes and 
spreadsheet-based tasks

• Optimize trading and compliance 
workflows

As the pace and complexity of the 
investment business accelerate, don’t let 
compliance slow you down. Advent Rules 
Manager sets you up for success, enabling 
you to turn your compliance practices into 
an asset.

Master the changing rules of the game with 
Advent Rules Manager.

About SS&C Advent

SS&C Advent helps over 4,300 investment 
firms in more than 50 countries to grow 
their businesses, minimize risk, and thrive. 
We have been delivering unparalleled 
precision and ahead-of-the curve solutions 
for more than 30 years, working together 
with our clients to help shape the future of 
investment management. To learn more 
about the right solutions and services for 
you, contact your SS&C Advent 
representative or email info@advent.com.
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Run your library of checks daily, or on an ad-hoc basis, to catch passive breaches caused by market movements. And track how these off-sides are being addressed
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